Comparison of in vitro human endothelial cell response to self-expanding stent deployment in a straight and curved peripheral artery simulator
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Haemodynamic forces have a synergistic effect on endothelial cell (EC) morphology, proliferation, differentiation and biochemical expression profiles. Alterations to haemodynamic force levels have been observed at curved regions and bifurcations of arteries but also around struts of stented arteries, and are also known to be associated with various vascular pathologies. Therefore, curvature in combination with stenting might create a proatherosclerotic environment compared with stenting in a straight vessel, but this has never been investigated. The goal of this study was to compare EC morphology, proliferation and differentiation within in vitro models of curved stented peripheral vessel models with those of straight and unstented vessels. These models were generated using both static conditions and also subjected to 24 h of stimulation in a peripheral artery bioreactor. Medical-grade silicone tubes were seeded with human umbilical vein endothelial cells to produce pseudovessels that were then stented and subjected to 24 h of physiological levels of pulsatile pressure, radial distention and shear stress. Changes in cell number, orientation and nitric oxide (NO) production were assessed in straight, curved, non-stented and stented pseudovessels. We report that curved pseudovessels lead to higher EC numbers with random orientation and lower NO production per cell compared with straight pseudovessels after 24 h of biomechanical stimulation. Both stented curved and stented straight pseudovessels had lower NO production per cell than corresponding unstented pseudovessels. However, in contrast to straight stented pseudovessels, curved stented pseudovessels had fewer viable cells. The results of this study show, for the first time, that the response of the vascular endothelium is dependent on both curvature and stenting combined, and highlight the necessity for future investigations of the effects of curvature in combination with stenting to fully understand effects on the endothelial layer.

1. Introduction

Endothelial cells (ECs) on the lining of the arterial wall are continuously subjected to haemodynamic forces of wall shear stress (WSS), radial pressure and tensile hoop strain (THS) from blood flow. These forces regulate numerous biomechanical stimuli and cellular responses that influence blood vessel structure. Haemodynamic forces have been investigated extensively and it is known that combinations of haemodynamic forces have a synergistic effect on EC proliferation, morphology, biochemical expression and gene expression. Furthermore, alterations to haemodynamic forces influence the development of vascular pathologies [1–9]. Numerous experiments have shown active responses of the vasculature to altered haemodynamic forces, including structural remodelling of the vessel [10–17], altered cell morphologies [18–21], proliferation [14,15,22–24], expression of inflammatory genes ICAM-1 and VCAM-1 [25–28] and production of nitric oxide (NO) [17,28–33].
Under normal physiological conditions, EC function ensures a stable haemodynamic force environment by maintaining EC proliferation, apoptosis and production of adhesion molecules, inflammatory mediators, vasodilators and vasoconstrictors at healthy levels. NO, synthesized by endothelial NOS (eNOS), plays a crucial role in the dilation and remodelling of blood vessels to regulate WSS [17,29,31–34].

Studies have also shown that in the presence of physiological WSS levels, ECs display an elongated appearance, aligned in the direction of flow [3]. ECs reorient perpendicular to the direction of pressure-induced THS, and as such the combined effect of WSS and THS holds significant physiological relevance to cell morphology [8,19].

Changes to flow conditions are commonly observed in peripheral arteries such as the femoropopliteal (FP) artery where curvature is consistently varied along artery length as a result of dynamic loading conditions such as knee bending [35,36]. The artery undergoes considerable length changes during knee bending, compensated by curving and tortuosity of the artery, disrupting flow patterns [37]. In a healthy patient, the control of stable physiological haodynamics, by the regulatory mechanisms of vessel wall remodelling, ensures that disrupted flow patterns do not lead to a pathological state. However, in patients with risk factors for arterial disease (age, smoking, diabetes, hypertension, obesity and high cholesterol [38]) where the regulatory mechanisms of haemodynamic conditions are compromised, the effects of additional curvatures and disturbed flow may result in an increased likelihood for vascular pathologies to develop in the vessel [38,39].

Percutaneous transluminal angioplasty followed by stent placement is the treatment of choice for arterial occlusion (stenosis) owing to the development of plaque on the inner artery wall [40,41]. While stenting allows uncompromised blood flow through the artery, many investigations report that stenting causes a change in the haemodynamic flow environment owing to stagnation and recirculation of blood flow around stent struts [42–47]. As observed in branched and curved regions, this change in haemodynamic flow conditions is coincident with increased EC proliferation, irregular EC morphologies and lower eNOS expression leading to the return of a pathological state inevitably, restenosis of the vessel [14,15,48,49].

Low WSS (± 4 dyne cm$^{-2}$), found at branching points, curved and stented regions of the vasculature, are a consequence of flow re-circulation, stasis, separation and directional change [39,50–54]. Low WSS has been correlated with regions of diseased states such as atherosclerosis and stenosis in the carotid, coronary and femoral arteries [14,15,48,49]. Analysis of endothelial layers in regions of turbulent, oscillatory and low WSS shows a build-up of sub-intimal macrophages and lymphocytes, increased platelet aggregation and EC proliferation, irregular EC morphologies and reduced eNOS production [2,13,20,21,23,24,26–28,30,55]. Altered EC morphologies have a random orientation, exhibit decreased elongation and shortened actin stress fibres eventually causing EC loss. EC loss resulting from low WSS is a proposed result of apoptosis of ECs which remains persistent in the absence of normal WSS levels, eventually leading to a highly diminished EC layer [2,12,22]. Therefore, it can be concluded that intimal hyperplasia, fibrous plaque formation and atherosclerosis are due in part to altered flow conditions, which cause haemodynamic forces to change from normal physiological levels.

Previous studies suggest that a strong connection exists between vessel curvature, stenting, disturbed flow, intima thickening and atherosclerosis, with numerous studies having examined the effects of either artery curvature or stenting on haemodynamic forces using computational models, in vitro or in vivo studies [2,13–15,20,21,23,24,26–28,30,39,48–55]. However, no study has focused on the effects of both artery curvature changes and stenting in combination and, most importantly, independently of each other. We hypothesize that curved stented arteries create a proatherosclerotic environment and that different atherosclerotic responses exist in curved, straight stented and curved stented vessels owing to altered haemodynamic forces. Previous studies have shown the potential of in vitro systems to deliver in vivo haemodynamic forces [44,56]. Their work also showed the potential of such a system to capture the performance and interaction of coronary stents with the endothelial layer following coronary stent deployment.

The objective of this study was to reproduce the peripheral artery haemodynamic environment using an in vitro peripheral artery model and apply this model to determine the effects of curvature change and stent placement on the EC monolayer. A novel peripheral artery simulator is developed to model arteries of varying geometries (i.e. varying curvature), based on a previously existing coronary artery simulator capable of delivering in vivo haemodynamic forces in vitro [57,58]. Straight and curved sections of silicone tubes (fabricated to match the in vivo compliance of the FP artery) are seeded with ECs, stented and subjected to haemodynamic flow conditions for 24 h. EC viability, cell number, orientation and NO production are analysed.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Bioreactor design

The bioreactor used in this study was adapted from a previous bioreactor perfusion system designed to deliver combinational forces of coronary arterial distention, pressure, flow and WSS to pseudovessels—specially fabricated using silicone tubes seeded with a monolayer of ECs [44]. For the study presented here, the existing bioreactor design was augmented to simulate peripheral arterial radial distention, pressure, flow and mean WSS and to incorporate both straight and curved artery configurations. This was achieved by fabricating a specially designed fixture, capable of attaching the pseudovessel into the flow loop in each configuration. The curved configuration imposes a 0.4 cm$^{-1}$ curvature on the pseudovessel. This was defined by taking the radius of the average bend of the FP artery in vivo, 0.4 cm$^{-1}$ [35]. The bioreactor system shown in figure 1 is set up inside a Heraeus Heracell-150 incubator. Pulsatile flow was provided by a peristaltic pump (520U, Watson–Marlow Limited) with the flow profile monitored by a non-invasive ultrasonic flow sensor (H9XL, Transonic Systems Inc.) clipped to the outside the system tubing to ensure a pulse frequency of 1 Hz. The pressure in the system was monitored by a pressure transducer (BLPR2, World Precision Instruments Inc.) connected to the flow loop by a Luer connection. The pressure level in the system was controlled by positioning the reservoir to create a pressure head and by means of an adjustable pinch placed on the outside of the system tubing to control the resistance of the flow in the system. In order to monitor the measurements of flow and pressure, a data acquisition system was set up using
a computer connected to a CompactRIO chassis (NI cRIO-9074, National Instruments) in combination with an input module to read voltage (NI 9215 Input Module). Voltages from the flow probe and pressure transducer were calibrated to ml min\(^{-1}\) and mmHg, respectively, using LABVIEW (National Instruments). A LABVIEW program was designed to read the output voltage from the probe and transducer and convert them to ml min\(^{-1}\) and mmHg while simultaneously producing live waveforms so that the flow and pressure values could be continuously monitored. The mean WSS applied to the system was calculated from the Hagen–Poiseuille equation [59]:

\[
\frac{4\mu Q}{r^3},
\]

where \(\mu\) is the dynamic viscosity of the media (7.21 \(\times\) 10\(^{-4}\) Pa). A fixture was designed to hold the silicone tube in either a straight or curved configuration during the experiment, attached into the flow loop by flow connectors. The waveform of the flow profile of the bioreactor system is shown in figure 2. The waveform describes the physiological pulsatile flow conditions applied to the pseudovessel with an average flow rate of 240 ml min\(^{-1}\). The average Reynolds number of the flow loop is 391.

2.2. Fabrication of in vitro peripheral artery models

Medical-grade silicone (RT-601, Elastosil, Wacker) was moulded into tubes (ID 6 mm, OD 7 mm, length 90 mm) that have comparable material properties to the native FP artery (0.3 MPa elastic modulus, 3.5% radial distention [60–62]). Sterilized silicone tubes were coated with 8 \(\mu\)g ml\(^{-1}\) fibronectin (Sigma) and seeded with human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVECs) between passages 4 and 6 (PromoCell). HUVECs were seeded at a concentration of 171 500 cells cm\(^{-2}\) in EC growth medium (C-22010PromoCell) [44]. Tubes were rotated at slow rotation speed (10 rph) for 48 h (37°C, 5% CO\(_2\)). Medium was changed after 24 h. After 48 h of rotation, a short end portion of the tube was cut off and examined to determine a confluent cell layer. The cut section was washed in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS, Sigma) and fixed by immersion in methanol (Sigma) at −21°C for 20 s. Once fixed, the section was stained with haematoxylin (Sigma) for 20 s followed by eosin (Sigma) for 20 s. It was then longitudinally sectioned with a scalpel and mounted on microscope slides for light microscopy.

2.3. Experimental models

To investigate the effect of curvature on stented peripheral arteries, four experimental models were considered in this study. These included a straight unstented pseudovessel, a curved unstented pseudovessel, a straight stented pseudovessel and a curved stented pseudovessel (\(n = 3\) per experimental model).

2.4. Controls

The four models described (straight unstented, curved unstented, straight stented and curved stented) were also investigated in static conditions (no flow) in the bioreactor flow loop as controls (\(n = 3\) per control).

2.5. Stent deployment

Once the presence of a confluent cell monolayer was confirmed by haematoxylin and eosin (H&E) staining of a segment of a tube, a nitinol self-expanding stent (7 × 40 mm Cordis S.M.A.R.T. Control nitinol stent system) was deployed into the pseudovessel. The
S.M.A.R.T. stent has regulatory approval for use in vivo and therefore has no adverse effect on the ECs of the pseudovessels. The device was received in its original sterile packaging and used in sterile conditions using aseptic techniques. The stent was deployed by means of a stent delivery system in which the stent is cramped and constrained between the inner and outer sheath of a catheter. For stent deployment, the catheter tip is fed through the centre of the pseudovessel and once the stent is positioned correctly, the outer sheath retracted along the inner sheath, allowing the stent to expand to its nominal diameter within the pseudovessel. Following deployment, the inner sheath is retracted from inside the tube. During deployment, care was taken to ensure there was no contact between the delivery system and the EC lining of the tube. The stent was not dragged or repositioned so as not to damage the EC layer. In this way, the innocuousness of the stent deployment is ensured. The stent has a strut profile of 0.1 x 0.2 mm, and the surface coverage of the stent is calculated as 27.43 per cent of the pseudovessel. Cell viability was measured immediately after stent deployment, using an alamar blue cell viability reagent (Invitrogen). Pseudovessels were washed with PBS (Sigma) and stained with alamar blue (diluted 1:10 in cell culture media (C-22010 Promocell) under a slow rotation speed (10 rph, 37 °C, 5% CO₂) for 2 h, after which the absorbance of the cell-conditioned alamar blue reagent was measured at 550 and 595 nm using a microplate reader (Wallac 1420m, Victor). Cell number was quantified by comparing with a standard curve correlating a known cell number with per cent reduction of the alamar blue reagent.

2.6. Biomechanical stimulation

Stented pseudovessels were transferred into the bioreactor flow loop by attachment into the specially designed fixture. Pseudovessels were biomechanically conditioned (pressure 80/120 mmHg, radial distention 5%, average flow of 240 ml min⁻¹, mean WSS 10 dyne cm⁻²) for 24 h at 37 °C, 5 per cent CO₂.

2.7. Cell number

After 24 h of biomechanical conditioning, cell number was measured as previously described using alamar blue cell viability reagent (Invitrogen). Briefly, pseudovessels were removed from the flow loop, washed with PBS (Sigma), stained with alamar blue dye under a slow rotation speed (10 rph, 37 °C, 5% CO₂) for 2 h. Absorbance of the cell-conditioned alamar blue reagent was measured and cell quantified using the standard curve correlating a known cell number with per cent reduction of the alamar blue reagent.

2.8. Cell orientation

After 24 h of biomechanical conditioning, the angle of cell orientation was determined. The pseudovessels were washed in PBS (Sigma) and fixed by immersion in methanol (Sigma) at −21 °C for 20 s. Once fixed, the tubes were then stained with haematoxylin (Sigma) for 20 s followed by eosin (Sigma) for 20 s. Tubes were longitudinally sectioned with a scalpel so that sections from the entire circumference of the tube could be imaged. Sections were mounted on microscope slides for light microscopy, and images were captured throughout the length of the sections. ImageJ software was used to determine cell orientation by quantifying the orientation of the cells with the longitudinal axis of the tube using the ellipsis method by thresholding the images and using the particle analysis tool to assign best-fit ellipses to each cell [58,63].

2.9. Nitric oxide production

NO production of the cells was monitored during each experiment at 2, 4, 6 and 24 h of biomechanical stimulation. At 2, 4, 6 and 24 h time points, the pseudovessel was removed from the flow loop, washed with PBS (Sigma), filled with cell culture media (C-22010 Promocell) and incubated for 2 h (37 °C, 5% CO₂). Medium was then removed from the tubes, and the tube placed back into the flow loop. Nitrite concentration was quantified from the cell-conditioned media using a Measure-T high-sensitivity nitrite assay kit according to manufacturer's instructions (Invitrogen).

2.10. Statistical analysis

Results presented here are a representative of three independent experiments for each model and are presented as mean ± s.d. An independent t-test was used to determine statistical difference in the fold increase, cell orientation and NO results of the models. A p-value < 0.05 was considered statistically significant. p-Values of significant results are reported.

3. Results

3.1. Cell number

Successful fabrication of pseudovessels followed by self-expanding stent deployment was achieved in the model arteries, confirmed by an alamar blue assay showing viability of cells after seeding and rotation for 48 h. The number of cells at 0 and 24 h in the bioreactor for both static and flow experiments is shown in figure 3a. The relative change in cell number from 0 to 24 h is shown in figure 3b.

3.1.1. Flow versus no flow

All static condition models show a lower increase in cell number after 24 h compared with their corresponding models subjected to flow conditions (straight unstented, p = 0.0018; curved unstented, p = 0.0005; straight stented, p < 0.0001; curved stented, p = 0.0005; figure 3b). The highest increase in cell number is seen in the straight stented pseudovessel after addition of flow (1.50-fold increase after 24 h; figure 3b). The lowest increase in cell number of the flow models was the straight unstented pseudovessel (1.29-fold increase after 24 h; figure 3b).

3.1.2. Straight versus curved

For the unstented models, curved unstented pseudovessels show significantly higher increases in cell number than straight unstented pseudovessels after 24 h of biomechanical flow conditions. (1.29- and 1.41-fold increase for straight unstented and curved unstented models, respectively; p = 0.0182; figure 3b). Histology of the tubes shows more confluent EC layers in curved unstented tubes versus straight unstented tubes (figure 4). For the stented models, straight stented pseudovessels show significantly higher increases in cell number than curved stented pseudovessels after 24 h of biomechanical flow conditions (1.50- and 1.35-fold increase for straight stented and curved stented models, respectively; p = 0.0161; figure 3b).

3.1.3. Stented versus unstented

Increase in cell number was significantly higher in the straight stented models in comparison with the straight unstented models after 24 h of biomechanical flow conditions (1.29- and 1.50-fold increase for straight unstented and straight stented models, respectively; p < 0.0024; figure 3b). The fold
increase in cell number was lower in the curved stented model than the curved unstented model after 24 h of biomechanical flow conditions (1.29- and 1.50-fold increase for curved unstented and curved stented models, respectively; figure 3).

3.2. Cell orientation

3.2.1. Flow versus no flow

Static condition models all showed a random orientation of cells after 24 h (figure 4). Straight and curved unstented pseudovessels had significantly more cells aligned within 10° and 20° of the longitudinal axis of the tube than their static controls (straight unstented 0–10°, \( p < 0.0001 \); straight unstented 11–20°, \( p < 0.0001 \); curved unstented 0–10°, \( p < 0.0001 \); curved unstented 11–20°, \( p < 0.0001 \)). The straight stented pseudovessels had significantly more cells aligned within 0–10° of the longitudinal axis of the tube than its static controls (straight stented 0–10°, \( p = 0.0165 \); figures 4 and 5).

3.2.2. Unstented pseudovessels

Significantly more cells are seen to align within 0–10° of the longitudinal axis of the tube in the straight unstented pseudovessel compared with the curved unstented pseudovessels.

Figure 3. (a) Cell number at 0 and 24 h with and without biomechanical flow conditions. \( p^a < 0.05 \) versus its static control; \( p^b < 0.05 \) versus straight unstented with flow; \( p^c < 0.05 \) versus straight stented with flow. (b) Relative cell number increase from 0 to 24 h with and without biomechanical flow conditions. \( p^a < 0.05 \) versus its static control; \( p^b < 0.05 \) versus straight unstented with flow; \( p^c < 0.05 \) versus straight stented with flow.
after 24 h of biomechanical stimulation ($p < 0.0001$; figure 4). ECs of the straight unstented pseudovessel are notably more aligned in a particular direction versus the ECs of the curved unstented pseudovessel in histological sections (figure 5c, d).

### 3.2.3. Stented pseudovessels

The stented flow models display a significantly less aligned orientation of cells in both straight and curved geometries compared with their corresponding unstented models in the presence of flow (straight stented $0–10^\circ$, $p < 0.0001$; straight stented $11–20^\circ$, $p = 0.0026$; curved stented $0–10^\circ$, $p < 0.0001$; curved stented $11–20^\circ$, $p < 0.0001$; figure 4). Significantly less alignment is seen in between stent struts for the curved stented pseudovessel versus the straight stented pseudovessel after 24 h of biomechanical stimulation ($0–10^\circ$, $p = 0.0001$; $11–20^\circ$, $p < 0.0014$; figure 4). In histological sections, it can be seen that the curved stented pseudovessel exhibits slightly less confluent regions of EC growth in between stent struts versus the straight stented pseudovessel, with
ECs of the curved stented pseudovessel notably less aligned in a particular direction versus ECs of the straight stented pseudovessel (figure 6).

3.3. Nitric oxide production

3.3.1. Flow versus no flow

The static condition models showed low NO production with no statistical difference in NO levels between the different pseudovessels. Addition of biomechanical flow significantly increased NO production in each group (straight unstented, \( p < 0.0001 \) at 2, 4, 6 and 24 h; curved unstented, \( p < 0.0001 \) at 2, 4, 6 and 24 h; straight stented, \( p < 0.0001 \) at 2, 4, 6 and 24 h; curved stented, \( p < 0.0001 \) at 2, 4, 6 and 24 h; figure 6).

3.3.2. Straight versus curved

Under in vitro fluid flow conditions, curved pseudovessels produced significantly less NO than straight pseudovessels in both the unstented and stented case at all time points in the unstented pseudovessels and after 2 h in the stented pseudovessels (curved unstented 2 h, \( p = 0.0001 \); curved unstented 4 h, \( p = 0.0002 \); curved unstented 6 h, \( p = 0.0025 \); curved unstented 24 h, \( p < 0.0001 \); curved stented 4 h, \( p < 0.0001 \); curved stented 24 h, \( p = 0.0009 \); curved stented 24 h, \( p < 0.0001 \); figure 6).

3.3.3. Stented versus unstented

Under in vitro fluid flow conditions, stented pseudovessels produced significantly less NO than unstented pseudovessels in both the straight and curved configuration at all time points (straight stented 2 h, \( p = 0.0006 \); straight stented 4 h, \( p = 0.0005 \); straight stented 6 h, \( p = 0.0001 \); straight stented 24 h, \( p < 0.0001 \); curved stented 2 h, \( p = 0.0021 \); curved stented 4 h, \( p = 0.0038 \); curved stented 6 h, \( p < 0.0001 \); curved stented 24 h, \( p < 0.0001 \); figure 6).

4. Discussion

Variations of haemodynamic flow (owing to geometry changes and stenting of the pseudovessels) will alter levels of haemodynamic force (WSS and THS) on the EC lining of the vessel, and it has been shown in this study that this produces cellular responses that can be linked to pathological conditions in vessels. The responses focused on in this study are those of proliferation (by quantifying changes to cell number), orientation per alignment and NO production. This study shows, for the first time, the EC response to combinations of straight, curved, stented and unstented peripheral vessel models subjected to 24 h of stimulation in a peripheral artery bioreactor. After 24 h of biomechanical stimulation we report that, compared with straight pseudovessels, curved pseudovessels show characteristics of a pro-atherosclerotic environment. Specifically, this was indicated by a greater increase in the number of ECs and lower NO production in the curved pseudovessels, with EC orientation in the curved pseudovessels randomly aligned, and not aligned in the direction of flow as seen in straight pseudovessels. Our results showed a reduction in viable ECs immediately after stent deployment in the straight and curved pseudovessels. Furthermore, we report that after 24 h of biomechanical stimulation, curved stented pseudovessels show less viable cells with lower increases in cell number and lower NO production than straight stented pseudovessels, indicating a pro-atherosclerotic environment in the curved stented model.

It has been shown in other studies that ECs found in the regions of disturbed flow and low WSS display a response characteristic of increased proliferation, including the build-up macrophages, lymphocytes and platelets [2,13,20, 21,23,24,26–28,30,35]. Therefore, the altered geometry of the curved pseudovessel and the resulting changes to the flow environment and haemodynamic forces are likely to be responsible for the higher increases in cell number in the
pseudovessel with flow; pseudovessel with flow.

deformation characteristics of the vessel, the consists of many curved regions, with curvature changing due to cause additional denudation of ECs, which does not occur friction between the cell-coated tube wall and stent would dovessel wall during attachment to the tube fixture. This dovessel wall [64,65]. In this study, it has been shown that are associated with immediate injury to the EC lining of the events. It is well known that stent deployment procedures in vitro replicate the effects of changing curvature of vessels post deployment is assumed to be a result of EC denudation during stent placement, which replicates in vivo events. It is well known that stent deployment procedures are associated with immediate injury to the EC lining of the vessel wall [64,65]. In this study, it has been shown that increase in EC cell number is lower in the curved pseudovessel than in the straight pseudovessel after stent placement, perhaps owing to the movement of the stent against the pseudovessel wall during attachment to the tube fixture. This friction between the cell-coated tube wall and stent would cause additional denudation of ECs, which does not occur in the straight stented pseudovessel. As the vasculature consists of many curved regions, with curvature changing due to deformation characteristics of the vessel, the in vitro model presented here is a good reflection of in vivo occurrences. Specifically, it replicates the effects of changing curvature of stented vessels in the superficial femoral artery (SFA) and popliteal arteries that are known to change in curvature due to knee flexion [35,36,66].

In this study, we have also shown that regardless of vessel geometry (straight or curved), the presence of a stent will result in random cell orientation, with regions of aligned ECs populating in close to stent struts. It has been shown in previous studies that the morphological response of ECs is dependent on both WSS and THS and also that the combined effect of WSS and THS holds significant physiological relevance, with cell morphology determined by both haemodynamic forces in combination [16,25]. In the stented models of this study, addition of the stent to the pseudovessel alters its compliance, thereby altering THS. This may be causing the altered morphological EC response seen in the stented pseudovessels, due to changing WSS (around stent struts) and

Figure 7. Nitric oxide production for each pseudovessel model at 2, 4, 6 and 24 h in the bioreactor with and without biomechanical flow conditions. $p^a < 0.05$ versus its static control; $p^b < 0.05$ versus corresponding straight pseudovessel with flow; $p^c < 0.05$ versus corresponding unstented pseudovessel with flow.

THS (owing to compliance changes) in combination. This study also shows that in a straight stented vessel, there is a greater number of ECs orientating local to stent struts than when the vessel is in a curved configuration. We propose that this is a result of additional changes to flow conditions resulting from the geometry change of the pseudovessel (along with previously mentioned changes to flow conditions owing to the presence of stent struts and compliance of the pseudovessel).

We have shown, for the first time, that the curvature of a stented vessel has an effect on EC proliferation (changes in EC number) post stent deployment. Specifically, it was shown that ECs proliferated less in the curved stented pseudovessel than in the straight stented pseudovessel 24 h after stent deployment in the presence of biomechanical flow conditions. Interestingly, in the absence of flow (in the straight and curved stented pseudovessels in static conditions), no significant difference was seen in the number of viable cells of the straight stented pseudovessel in comparison with the curved stented pseudovessel after 24 h. Therefore, the difference in proliferation rates between the straight and curved stented pseudovessels after 24 h of flow suggests that stenting in combination with artery curvature results in reduced proliferation and viability owing to its haemodynamic force environment. As previously stated, it has been shown that EC response is dependent on both WSS and THS in combination, and it has been suggested that the presence of THS neutralizes the athero-prone effect of low WSS [16,25]. Studies by both Qiu & Tarbell [16] and Breen et al. [25] have reported that THS influences the production of vasoactive agents and cellular proliferation influencing vascular wall remodelling when combined with WSS. In the curved stented models of this study, the addition of the stent to the pseudovessel (which alters pseudovessel compliance and therefore THS) may be a cause of the viability response of the cells in the curved stented pseudovessels in response to changing WSS and THS in combination.

Previous studies have established correlations between altered WSS levels and EC alignment. Steady flow and high WSS levels result in ECs aligning in the direction of flow. Oscillatory/turbulent flow and low WSS levels result in random orientation of ECs [3,4]. Cell orientation results of the static models of this study correlate well with studies that show random alignment of ECs in the absence of flow [3]. Additionally, results of the straight unstented and straight stented pseudovessels compare well with reports by previous researchers that have assessed orientation of cells in straight pseudovessels with and without a stent in the presence of flow [44,56]. We confirm that ECs in these models will align within 0–10° of the direction of flow. However, in this study, we show, for the first time, how EC orientation is affected in a curved vessel in the presence of biomechanical flow conditions, both with and without a stent. Specifically, we show that in unstented pseudovessels, ECs are more randomly orientated when the vessel is of a curved configuration. In this study, the curved pseudovessels represent cases of disturbed flow conditions owing to geometry changes, and the resulting EC orientation of these models may therefore be a direct result of disturbed flow conditions.

It has been shown that increased NO production, resulting from high WSS levels inhibits cell proliferation, leading to an overall anti-proliferative effect [33,67]. Therefore, it is possible that high WSS levels, and the resulting production
of NO by ECs in the straight unstented model creates an anti-atherosclerotic environment. In our study, reduced production of NO is found in the curved and stented models and can be explained by changes to haemodynamic forces. In these models, WSS is reduced which has been shown in previous studies to reduce NO production [68,69]. Furthermore, Awolesi et al. [70] showed that THS increases EC eNOS expression in bovine aortic ECs. Therefore, the reduced levels of NO production in the stented models of this study could be as a result of lower levels of THS strain. Additionally, as one of the pathways for production of NO is dependent on endothelial receptors on the surface of ECs that form a healthy and complete endothelial layer, allowing binding of ligands essential for NO production [34], the reduced NO level of the stented models may be due to the broken, dysfunctional endothelial layers. Altered levels of NO production are associated with inflammatory and thrombotic responses [34]. Therefore, the curved and stented models of this study display indications of biochemical production that would lead to atherosclerosis and restenosis.

One of the limitations of this experiment is the lack of gene expression analysis. Other studies have examined atherosclerotic responses and restenosis by measuring the expression of inflammatory genes such as ICAM-1, VCAM-1 and E-selectin. However, seen as a complete inflammatory response could only be found through an in vitro model with circulating inflammatory cells, an in vitro model could not capture an accurate inflammatory response. It was therefore considered sufficient to focus on EC viability, proliferation, orientation and NO production in measuring the response of ECs to curvature and stenting.

As discussed, this study focuses on vascular pathologies influenced by changes in hemodynamic flow conditions. It is important to note that transport and accumulation of macromolecules across the blood vessel wall plays an important role in the physiological regulation of healthy vessels. Therefore, pathological states of the blood vessels such as atherosclerosis are often related to irregular mass transport across the vessel wall [71]. Studies have revealed a correlation between increased permeability to macromolecules (specifically albumin, fibrinogen and low density lipoprotein) and the localization of atherosclerotic plaques [72]. Therefore, mass transport, along with changes to the hemodynamic flow environment, is considered to be a significant factor in vascular pathologies.

Stenting in the FP artery has been associated with high failure rates owing to the challenge faced by the environment of dynamic forces of the SFA and PA, including bending, tension, torsion and compression that leads to failure by stent fracture [73–75]. However, another common cause of stent failure in the FP artery is in-stent restenosis, the recurrence of blockages in the stented region, generally resulting in restenosing of the artery [76,77]. Restenosis can be considered to be a direct result of the cellular response to changes in flow characteristics which alter the haemodynamic forces of THS and WSS [2,28,30,78]. Therefore, the effects of stenting in combination with artery curvature observed in this study may play a role in in-stent restenosis of FP arteries as stenting in combination with artery curvature dramatically affects flow conditions. In this study, we have examined the effects of both artery curvature and stenting on the endothelial layer in vitro independently of each other to elucidate the different result of straight stented and curved stented vessels. The breakdown of these factors will identify the most unfavourable haemodynamic condition of peripheral stented vessels. As FP artery stenting usually involves long stents that extend beyond the lesion, this study highlights that care should be taken when extending the stented portion of the artery to regions of high curvature. Furthermore, the results presented here have important implications for peripheral stent design. A common feature of FP stenting is the ‘straightening’ of the vessel in the stented portion owing to a mismatch in stiffness between the stented and unstented portion of the vessel immediately adjacent to the stent. This results in increased deformation at the end portions of the stented region and, in turn, geometry changes to the vessel at these locations. Therefore, it can be concluded that stent designs that adversely affect the stiffness of the artery and associated altered vessel configuration post deployment, will undesirably affect cell behaviour to the stented portion and the associated cell responses will ensue.

In conclusion, this study demonstrates that the combination of vessel geometry changes (curvature) and stent deployment, in the presence of haemodynamic flow, results in cell responses associated with pro-atherosclerotic conditions, in-stent restenosis and other arterial diseased states. Furthermore, results presented here highlight the necessity of investigating the effects of curvature in combination with stenting as it has been shown that the response of the vascular endothelium is dependent on both curvature and stenting combined. The use of in vitro systems to accurately model the haemodynamic environment of complex arterial geometries such as the FP artery will help to clearly define the effects of altered flow conditions in these regions and the extent of pathophysiological conditions that form as a result.
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